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This invention relates to multicolor printing, 
and consists of a novel art, process or system‘ for 
the reproduction in printing colors, as for book 
or periodical pages, high-class trade catalogs, 
posters and other color prints, of various sub 
jects or illustrations comprising pictorialv repre 
sentations, symbols, words or other matter, in 
two or more colors. A typical utility of the in 
vention consists in the printing of reproductions 
or other subjects with the use of only two dif 
ferent inks or color stuffs as is common with the 
modern printing of illustrations and advertise 
ments in periodicals and the like. . - 

In the prevailing art prior to this invention 
there have been‘ used with varying degrees of 
satisfaction several methods and systems of re 
production in two or more colors of various kinds 
of subject matter, landscapes, portraits, illustra 
tions of manufactured goods and the like. In 
general such methods commence with what may 
be termed the studio work, involving photo 
graphic steps to produce color-representing nega 
tives by exposure in a suitable camera, under the 
control of color ?lters, from which by later or 
engraver 'work a- set of positive members or 
printing blocks have been produced, adapted for 
the successive'printing of the partial images in 
suitable colors on the paper. 
systems however ‘have suffered from various 
shortcomings. one of the most troublesome of 
which is unreliability, involving the difficulty or 
near-impossibility of affording the desired true 
or natural ?nal color reproductions of the origi 
nal subject, especially with two-color work. 
The main object therefore of the present in 

vention is to afford an e?icient and convenient 
art, process or system of multicolor printing 
characterized by high accuracy and very close 
approximation to the full natural or desired 
coloring of the subject; especially whereby two 
color work can be caused to approximate the 
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excellence of work in three or more colors. A ‘ 
I further object is to afford such a process or 
system wherein accurate or substantially abso 
lute registration is assured of the combined or 
superimposed partial or successive printed 
images, ,It is another object hereof to afford, 
along with accuracy of results, expedition of 
handling and elimination of difficulties and un 
desirable delays. While the present invention 
is thus adapted to afford close similarity to the 
subject matter, even when only two colors are 
employed, at the same time it permits deliberate 
departures from perfect reproduction by an arti 
?cial orunnatural selection of colors, as for the 
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purpose of producing striking effects with poster 
or other special work. ~ 

- Other and further objects and advantages of. 
the present invention-will be pointed out in the 
hereinafter following description of one or more 
embodiments thereof, or will be understood to 
those conversant with the subject. For the at 
tainment of such objects and advantages the 
present invention consists in the novel multi 
color, or two-color, printing art or process here 
inafter described, and the novel features thereof 
pertaining to method and steps and to agents 
and supplies used. ' 

As a matter of de?nition, when a printing ink 
or color stuff is referred to-this is intended to 
include stains such as analine dyes, which afford 
excellent reproduction colors! and to include as‘ 

v well the otherwise more desirable inks which are 
permanent colors, composed for example of pig 
ments ground in vehicles or varnish, being water 
free and more suitable for satisfactory printing. 
In referring to the printing member, by which 
ink is applied directly or ‘indirectly to the paper, 
as a block, this is intended to include cylinders 
or other physical forms of printing member; and 
in referring to paper is to be understoodany 
suitable surface adapted to receive the successive 
ink printings, usuallyiof white character so as - 
to exhibit the multicolor image by re?ected dif 
fusion of light. ' ' ' 

, A complete reproducing and printing system 
embodying the present invention comprises a 
certain series of stages or steps the‘ initial and 
?nal of which may be largelyconventional but; 
with substantial novelty in the entirety due to 
decided changes in the character and order of 
the intermediate steps. The process commences 
with the photographic color-analysis and ex 
posures of the subject, whether it be a'two or 
three dimension object, and terminates with the 
printing in inks of diiferent colors upon the ?nal 
Paper- 1 . 

In analyzing and separating the color com 
ponents of the subject the physiological primaries 
may be taken as green and orange and indigo, for 
purposes of description, and the secondary or 
printing colors, the complements of these, as red 
and blue and yellowrespectively. These designa 
tions however are very approximate, as is well‘ 
understood and, especially for two-color work, 
the secondaries may be rather an orange-red (as 
complementary to the green) and a green-blue I 
(as complementary to the orange), when the 
third or ‘yellow secondary is‘ the one to be 
omitted. . - 



a. 

‘As suites-ample or illustration of the invention 
there willnow be described a process or series 

I of steps‘einbodying the principles of the inven 
tion and affording the described advantages. 
This description will commence withwhatl are 

aseauo 
which the desired color image is produced merely 
through immersing the relief member in the dye 

‘solutiominthiscaseacarefully'selectedredor 

herein-termed the studio steps, including the‘ _ . _ 
- _ rying relief‘members the production or the inter sta‘gepf photographic analysis of the original sub 

iect, such as a colored picture or article of mere 
chandise. to provide. a set of color-separation 

. negatives, and the next following stage to yield 
’what will be termed intermediates, being cer- ‘ 
tain positive prints adapted to be turned over 
to the engraver for the engraving steps. , 
In the ?rst ‘stage the color analysis of the orig 

inal subject is preferably performed in a con 
ventional way, by means of a camera in which 
specially sensitized plates are exposed behind 
color ?lters. These plates and filters may be 
selected for the production of three color-selec 
tion negatives representing respectively the green, 
the orange, and the indigo primary components 
of the subject. The camera may be of a type" 
wherein the several exposures are made succes 
sively. permitting variation of diaphragm‘and 
period for eachlexposure; but it is preferred to 
use a camera, of which there are several makes, 
available’, which exposes the three plates in a 
single exposure. ‘As early‘ examples of such one 
shot cameras or systems reference may be made 
to expired patents of Ives, numbers 1,153,229'01.’ 
1915 and 1,173,429 of 1918 and 1,238,775 of 1917. 
Such exposure followed by development of the 
plates yields three color-representing negatives, 
of conventional character, from which the suc 
ceeding steps of the present process are per 
formed. ' v 
The next stage is the production of separate 

be used to produce three positives, eventually 
combined as a multicolor print, it is preferable to 
employ only two of the negatives for producing 
two combinable positives, and any selection may 
be made for this purpose, such as using the green 
representing negative to produce a red printing 
positive and‘ the orange representing negative to 
produce a blue' printing positive. ' The third or 
indigo representing negative may be used in'a 
collateral manner,’ for example as a; byproduct ‘to 

. produce a black positive of the original subject, 
available for uncolored uses. 
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blue stain, approximately complementary to the. 
original primary colors. ' - . 

> Having vobtained the two matrices or dye-car 

mediates may proceed: it being understood 
throughout thatthe various members, plates and 
?lms, negative and positive, shall be of identical 
dimensions and handled in such identical fash 
ion as to preserve and ensure exact image regis 
tration at all stages. 
Each of the matrices is now used to produce 

a separate monocolor intermediate, being a posi 
tive print in dye color upon a suitable surface; 
and as indicated the two intermediate positives 

' may be of red and blue color respectively, the 

20 
color stuifs to be carefully selected or mixed, by 
judgment of the studio artist, to give the most 
desirable and effective ?nal printed results. The 

' actual transfer or imbibition of image from each 
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' p'ositive images. While all three negatives might ’ 

matrix to the corresponding intermediate may 
be under conditions of moisture and pressure for 
‘example'as disclosed in said Ives patents. The 
preparation and use of this set of positive mono 
chrome intermediates, as will be further ex 
plained, constitutes an important feature of nov 
elty of the present process. - 

" An important part of this stage of the process 
consists in the use of receiving members, sheets 
or supports for the set of intermediates which 
will be non-distortable, and yet may be substan 
tially opaque or white, as paper} desirable for 
the proper viewing of the images. No known 

' paper isadapted to serve the purpose, since wet 
ting is necessary, which tends to create irregu 
1B1‘ expansion, while subsequent drying causes 

, shrinking, with the result of such extensive dis 
40 
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In the preferred. embodiment of the present ' 

invention the stage of preparing the two separate 
positives in color is performed in two steps. Thus 
a set of two preliminary positives or matrices is 
?rst produced, for color image creation and trans 
fer purposes, and therefrom a set of two interme 
diates, being two separate monochrome positives 
in di?erent secondary colors ; and these steps 
will next be described. ‘ - 

The preliminary positives or matrices may be 
' produced in gelatin or'other dye-absorbing ma 

> terial on a plate or ?lm which is free from dis 
tortionunder- wetting and drying operations and 

e is preferably transparent. ' The gelatin or equiva 
lent layer of each matrix takes up its color selec 
tively, thus to create a dye image, such as may be 
transferred to form one of the monochrome in 
fermediates to be described. An advantageous ' 
method for this purpose is the imbibition method 
now well known, ‘long ago described for example 
in the expired'patents of Ives numbers 1,106,816 
and 1,121,187 of 1914, wherein the sensitized gela 

its unexposed parts thereupon washed oil", af-' 
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ytortions of dimensions and images as to render 
substantially inoperative any printing system 
proceeding- therefrom. ' The special image sup 
port or receiving sheet for each of the interme 
diates may consist of a combination of layers, 

‘ at least one of which is of ?xed dimensions and 
free from distortion. Preferably a sheet or plate 
of impervious plastic material is used as the in- ‘ 
variable base for this member: and an exam 
ple of a satisfactory water resistant plastic is 
cellulose acetate, others including celluloid, lu- . 
cite, and many other modern plastics, transpar 
ent orotherwise. . 
The receiving member for each of the inter 

mediate positives therefore may consist of a 
- sheet of such plastic material overlaid with a 

coating of gelatin or equivalent layer which can 
imbibe the dye image from the matrix. The 
receiving member may be transparent but pref 
erably is translucent or opaque by reason of the 
base or coating containing a white ingredient, so 
as to aiford view by re?ecting action similar to 
that of paper. As one alternative'the image sup 
port might consist of paper coated with gelatin 

' and cemented upon the base or supporting plastic 
65 
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_ tin layer is ?rst printed. under the negative and I 

v fording a gelatin relief member or dye carrier by 7. 

sheet, or plate of glass, or any other, base mate 
rial not subject to expansion and contraction 
fromwetting and drying. By the use of such 
special supply'material the several intermediates 
may be produced, maintained and used as of 
exactly thetsame dimensions and area, thus en 
suring that after later steps the ink-printed 
images will have exact registration in the ?nal 
product. ' 

The described set of monochrome positive in 
termediates now becomes the starting point for 
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the engraver's work, the studio work being essen 
tially completed. From these intermediates, re 
spectively. he will perform the steps to produce 
the set of printing blocks. 

However, in addition to the two intermediate 
monochrome positives, from which the engraver 
is to work directly as will be described. it is im 
portantly desirable to have at hand a complete 
or two-color positive. to serve as a master posi 
tive print. The possession of this master color 
print affords a highly useful reference guide to 

10 

the engraver, for purposes of inspection and ' 
study and for checking up with trial ink-printed 
images, which then can, if necessary, be adjusted 
as to the two ink colors used, until the true 
combinationv is secured satisfactorily like the 
master print and the original subject. ‘Such a 
master print may readily be produced in manner 
similar to the monocolor intermediates, prefer 
ably using the same non-shrinkable support ma 
terial and transferring to its coating in register 
both of the monochrome images. in any suitable 
manner. preferably by successive imbibitions 
from the matrices into the same gelatin coating 
layer. 
Coming now to the engraving stage ofthe 

process, it has been explained that the engraver 
receives from the studio the two monochrome 
positive intermediates of the exact desired com 
ponent colors and of corresponding dimensions, 
and preferably along with them the master or 
two-color print which is a combination of the 
two component images. His operations are to 
produce the necessary two printing surfaces or 
blocks. In commencing operations under the 
present process there is no need for the engraver 
to make any color analysis by ?lters or otherwise 
since, contrary to prevailingpractice, he may 
now proceed to engrave the printing blocks by 
operating photographically directly from the 
two separate monochrome intermediates, for ex 
ample of red and blue colors respectively. The 
analysis and separation work has been previous 
ly and accurately done in the studio, terminating 
with the two intermediates and with the two— 
color master print as ‘a desirable supplemental 
means of comparison. 
By the convenience and advantages of pro 

ceeding as thus described, and relieving the en 
graver of the task of color analysis, very sub 
stantial improvement is afforded in the total art 
or system of two-color or multicolor printing. 
Thus, for one thing, the engraver is able to select 
or mix his inks with great convenience and ac 
curacy, having only to match the dye colors as 
they appear on the monochrome intermediates; 
this being readily performed with great certainty 
merely by direct comparison. Photographic 
separation is obviated, since the studio-prepared 
monochrome prints are calculated to produce ex 
actly the two-color representation of the original 
subject which is shown in the master print. 
Thereby much cause of common inaccuracy is 
wholly avoided and the work of the engraver is 
practically so simpli?ed that it becomes, for each 
printing block, the equivalent of working from 
black and white copy. No ?ltering is necessary 
for any purpose except possibly the conven 
tional use of neutralizing or balancing filters, 
having to do only with matters of intensities or 
relative‘depths of color rather than any analysis 
or separation of colors. “ . 

In addition to these advantages it must be 
noted that by the present invention considerable 
prevailing difficulties are avoided in respect to 
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3 
the matter of filters for analysis, which other 
wise would have to be made from the multicolor 
positive print if the. engraver had only that to 
work from. This point is readily expiainable due 

v to the fact that there is no wide or unlimited 
choice of ?lters available for such work, these 
being relatively few in number; whereas the 
two component colors, freely selected in the 
studio for the purpose ofthe print in hand, may 
be of very extensive variety. Such a situation 
necessarily imposes on the engraver a practically 
insuperable task, requiring for photographic an 
alysis the use of filters of colors precisely com~ 
plementary to the respective monochrome colors 
which are combined in the multicolor print. The ‘ 
present invention overcomes these drawbacks. 
The engraver may now proceed with the stage 

of preparing the two or more printing blocks, 
with each of them starting from one of the mono 
chrome intermediates in which the image layer 
is upon a base or sheet of unvarying dimensions; 
so that at the printing stage the blocks are 
adapted to receive inks of the proper colors and 
impress them in exact register‘ upon the ?nal re 
ceiving paper. Various known engraving meth 
ods may be used and, in regard to the production 
of each printing block from an intermediate, the 
steps may be quite simple equivalents of those 
employed in black and white work, minimizing 
the skill required at this stage. 
Thus stereotypy o'r relief methods may be used, 

in which the printing is from a raised surface. 
Halftone systems are available, of the kind in 
volving relief in the sense of a printing surface 
composed of a raised pattern of dots or lines. 
brought about by conventional steps including an 
initial photographic copying of the intermediate 
by means of a ruled screen adjacent to the sensi 
tized surface of the metal plate or printing block. 
Various photogravure systems may be used with 
this invention involving intaglio blocks carrying 

' a sunk design, used with or without‘ offset trans 
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as of zinc or preferably copper. 

fer from block to paper. The invention may also 
be carriedout by lithographic printing steps of 
conventional character,v or by the collotype 
system. 
Taking as representative the halftone system, 

it may proceed generally as follows. For each in 
termediate positive is provided a blank or block, 

with gelatin, ?sh-glue or other medium capable 
of being sensitized as by a bichromate agent. It 
is exposed under the conventional line-screen 
through which the monochrome image is pro 

' jected. The screen may be cross-,ruled from 100 
to 400 to the inch. The development may be by 
washing off the unaffected gelatin, thus leaving 
the image as a pattern of dots of varying sizes 
but level surfaces. The coating may next be 
heat hardened into anenamel, and the bare cop 
per between dots then etched away by acid to 
enhance the relief. After any necessary retouch 
ing or hand etching the coating may be removed 
and the block is ready for printing. _ Areas of 
small‘ dots or blanks ‘represent the high lights, 
solid areas or large dots the shadows and other 
areas the half tones, as is conventional. 
The printing from the set of blocks istconven 

tional. Ink is applied by ‘rollers or the like. 
Preferably the red image is ?rst printed from the 
block 'made from the red intermediate, followed 
by the blue. The various possible depths‘ and 
proportions of the; two colors afford an infinite 
variety of possible hues, tints-and shades, vary 
ing from‘ substantial whit-e where all‘ dots are 

This is coated , 
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In a broad aspect the invention can bev per-. 
iormed without theneed- of preparing from the 7 
original negatives twopreliminary matrix mem 
bers to create and transfer dye imagesto the in 
te‘rmediates, although ‘that step‘ is preferable. 
From the negative set in some cases may be pre@ 
pared directly a set or pair of separate mom' 
chrome intermediates, from which the’ set of 
blocks can be prepared as described. _For ex-' 
ample, from the orange representing negative 
may be ‘printed a'blue iron print as one inter 
mediate, the otherbeing printed in diilerent ways. 
for example, as a relief to be dyed, or as a silver 
print to be converted by vcopper toning or other 
‘wlse to‘a red; and a two-color master print may 

' be also provided by imposing one upon another 
-' of a set 01’ such blue and red'positive images: so 
that the engraver may start with these three 
positives‘ as before. ‘ - . _ 

By ‘a modi?cation of process, the monochrome 

spared from photographic use in preparing the 
printing blocks, though usedior reference and‘ 
to'match inks with dyes, as before stated. Thus, 
besides 'the‘master or two-color positive and the 
two intermediates, blue and red, there may be 
prepared an additional or dummy pair of inter 
mediates, the same as the blue and red ones, re-. 
spectlvely, but both of some arbitrary dark shade 

both of the same'shade, better adapted to the 
photographic work necessary to prepare halitone 
'o'r photogravure printing blocks, than, are the 

proving "and 'quick'ening the photographic step. 
Obviously such dummies are the equivalent 0! 

' the real intermediates for this work vsince in each 
case the blocks are to be prepared without at; 
tentiorr to color,_and as though i'romblack and 
white copy. as explained above. Such dummies 
must be on the ?xed-dimension supply sheets as 
before, and may be produced by imbibition or 
otherwise from the ‘original negative set or from 

- the preliminary matrices. _- ' 

.Theinve'ntion so disclosed may be reviewed in 
connection with the accompanying drawing 
wherein Figs. 1 to 8 are diagrammatic edge view; 
showing the preferred several members involved 
and indicating the prei’e'rred steps ,of the process, 
for two-color work.~ . J , 

' In Fig.- 1 are shown a set of three color-selec 
tion negatives II‘, II! and II' representing the 

conventional clear’ or glass base i2‘ ullimwhich 
is the usual layer ll containing the‘ negative 
image. Fig.- 2 shows the step oi preparing photo 
graphically iromeach or negatives II! and ii! a 
positive matrix 0'! ?xed dimension, the matrix 
material comprising a base II and a sensitised 
layer ii, for-example, such as is used i'orpreat 
ing' eolloid rellei’ positives adapted to absorb‘ and 
transfer dye colors. The third negative need 
not be used. Fig. 3 shows the set of separate 
positive matrices il'lan'd l4’ indicated at I11 as 
in relief. ' ., ' ' 

The- next step is indicated in Fig. 4, the pre 
paring from the matrices of a set 01' positive 

" monochrome progressives or intermediates ill 
and is’. as of the respective secondary colors red 
and blue. -'I'he‘iigure indicates ‘that each inter 
mediate comprises a base is composed oi’ receiv 
‘ing material or invariable dimemlons, such as 16 mp8 photographicaily from aset oi’ 
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\mere pointsk, to substantial black where ‘the dots 
'l/aremaximumonbothblocksy ' 

" color intermediates, as blue and ‘red, may be - 

r approaching blacln-as brown, and preferably " 

. as 

blue and red members themselves. and so im- ‘ 

primary colors,-as green-orange and indigo, or 55 
the subject. Each negative may comprise the 

40 
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animperviousplastlcslieetmivingsumrttos 
'receivinglayeratoabsorbthedyeimage'. F18. 
it shows separately the set or pairoi positive 
monochrome intermedistes'lF'and ll'.‘ Aux 
iliaryto-thesel'lgj'showsa’similarormaster' 
positive 2|, but inthis caseprintedin both colors, 
asiromthetwomatriceslllandilv. ~ - 

I Fig, 5' shows the alternative or providing sup- ' 
pleinental to the intermediates l2: and is! a set 

image such as is best adapted for photographic 
engraving ' 

the aid of the respective intermediates is‘ an 
12', or their. dummies‘ 228 or 22'. The ruled 

‘ screen!‘ is interposed between the intermediate 
monochrome and the block ‘or plate 28* or 261. 
of copper or other metalfhaving a sensitized sur_-‘ 

_. race or coat 21. The iig'ure is only diagrammatic‘, . 
and conventional camera-exposing means. are to _ 
be understood, for example with lens between . 
screen and illuminated monochrome. 7 after these‘ 
exposures, followed by development,- washing out 
and etching, a pair of printing blocks 28* and 20! 
results‘. as shown in Fig. 7, each containing for 
example an area 2! of halifone dots.- when these 
two blocks are used for printing-with inks of col‘ 
ors which are secondary or selected to correspond ' 
with the colors ‘of the intermediates ‘is! and it’, ' 
the process results in the production or a multiA 
color print I. as shown in Fig. 8, comprising a ‘ 
sheet of paper 2i carrying the two-color image 22. 
There has thus ‘been described a process for 

Q multicolor printing embodying theprinciples and 
attaining the oblects oi the present invention. 
since many matters of method, steps, agents 
and supplies may be modi?ed without departing 
from the principles oi’ the invention, it is not 
intended to limit thesame to. such matters ex 

. cept so far as t forth in the appended claims. 
Whatisciaim is: - - . 

l._ The art or process oi multicolor reproduc 
tion of various subjects which comprises, ween 
‘the initial production irom the subject 01 a ‘set 
of selected color-representing negatives and the 

a blue 
use 01' a set otink printing blocks to com-v 

prlnt, the following process's‘teps: is) preparing 
:photographlcally from the negative set a set of 
separate ?xed-dimension positive coloredmono 
chrome intermediates of di?erent printing colors 

. substantially complementary to the selected coi 
' ors, (b) and preparing photographically from~ 
such respective monochrome intermediates with- . 

- outcolor separation is set voi.’ printing blocks for 
printing with such complementary colors chosen 

001:0 match the colors of the intermediates respec 
tively; the said monochrome intermediates com 
prising‘ the respectiue'color- images carried on 
non-distortable white supports for viewing by re 
?ected light, with which the engraver may di 

- 05 rectly compare the respective ink printed imag 
for trueness of colors. ‘ ' \ - 

2. A process as in claim 1 and'whereina mas- _ 
ter multicolor positive is photographicaily pre 

' pared auxiliary to the set of intermediates and 
70 consisting of combined color images ‘correspond 

'> ing to those 01' the intermediates and ‘affording 
a guide with which the engraver may directly 

' compare the ilnal printed image; 
3. A two-color printing process comprising the 

"of. dummy intermediates 22: and Y22' ‘each com.- ‘ 
-prisingaiixeddimensionbase22withitscoatlng 
2Linthiscaacarryingarlarkmonochromev 

In Fig. 6 is shown the st'eppi photographic 
7 preparation of each of the printing-blocks, with 

monochrome into a multicolor image or. 
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two-color-selection negatives ‘which represent se 
lected component colors of the subject a set of 
two intermediates comprising re?ective supports 
of ?xed dimension, and carried by the respective 
supports positive monochrome images of colors 
substantially complementary to the colors repre 
sented by the negatives; and preparing photo 
graphically from the same negatives a re?ective 
master two-color positive print, as a combination 

- of two color images equal to those of the two in 
termediates; photographically engraving with the 
aid of such respective intermediates a set of print 
ing blocks adapted for printing with inks of colors 
selected to correspond respectively with those of 
such intermediates for the production of ?nal 
two-color prints; using the two re?ective inter 
mediates for comparison with the separate mono 
chrome ink prints, and using the re?ective mas 
ter two-color print for comparison with the ?nal 
ink print to test the color accuracy of the latter. 

4. The art or process of plural or two-color 
printing of reproductions of various subjects, 
which comprises, between the initial studio pro 
duction of a set of color-selection negatives rep 
resenting selected component colors of the sub 
ject and the ?nal use or a set'ot printing blocks 
to combine‘monochrome images into a two-color 
ink image, the following ‘process steps: (a) pre 
paring photographically from two of the nega 
tives a pair of positive matrices upon bases of 
substantially non-distortable dimensions, (b) pre 
paring, in the studio work, from such matrices a 
pair of separate positive monochrome interme 
diates both having substantially opaque white 
supports of non-distortable dimensions with car 
ried images or different printing colors substan 
tially complemental respectively to the colors 
represented by the negatives, whereby such in 
termediates are viewable by re?ected light and 
thus useful in preparing and matching the re 
spective printing inks for the engraving work; 
(c) and, in the engraving work, separately pre 
paring photographically from such respective 
monochrome color intermediates, by conventional 
engraving methods, but without the need of color 
separation or filtering, a pair of printing blocks 
adapted respectively for printing with inks to be 
prepared or selected to correspond by direct 
matching comparison with the colors of such in 
termediates respectively. 

5. A two-color printing process as in claim 4 
. and wherein the matrices are transparent colloid 
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5 
positives‘each adapted selectively to absorb wet 
dye color and thereby create acolor image; and 
each intermediate comprises a colloid receiving 
layer upon a water-impervious white support;v 
and each color image is transferred by imbibition 
under pressure from the matrix to the receiving 
layer of the intermediate. ‘ ~ 

6. A two-color printing process as in claim 4' 
and wherein at least one of the matrices is a 
wash-o?f colloid-relief adapted to absorb selec 
tively the dye color for transfer to the corre 
sponding intermediate. ’ 

'7. The art or process of two-color printing oi’ 
reproductions of various subjects, which com 
prises, between the initial studio production of a 
set of color-selection negatives representing com 
ponent colors of the subject and the final use of 
a pair of printing blocks to combine monochrome 
images into a two-color ink image, the following 
process steps: preparing photographically from , 
two of the negatives a pair 0! positive matrices 
upon bases of substantially non-distortable di- ' 
mensions,v preparing from such matrices a pair 
of separate positive monochrome intermediates 
both having substantially opaque white supports 
of non-distortable dimensions with carried images 
of di?erent printing colors substantially comple 
mental respectively to the colors represented by 
the negatives, whereby such intermediates are 
viewable by reflected light and thus useful in pre 
paring and matching the respective printing inks 
for the engraving work; preparing also, in the 
studio work, from such matrix pair a master 
two-color intermediate consisting of a substan 
tially opaque white support carrying two regis 
tered color-images corresponding to those 01 the 
two monochrome intermediates, thereby a?ord 
ing for engraving purposes a complete two-color _ 
reproduction with which the ?nal ink image may 
be compared; and, in the engraving work, sep 
arately preparing photographically from such re_ 
spective monochrome color intermediates, by con 
ventional engraving methods, but without the 

‘ need of color separation or ?ltering, a pair of 
45 printing blocks adapted respectively for printing 

$0 termediate. 

with inks to be prepared or selected to correspond 
by direct matching comparison with the colors of 
such intermediates respectively, the ?nal two 
color image being compared with said master in 
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